
iTERATA Anatomic Pathology Scoring for  Pathology  and  Research 
 

These are computerized software tools to help convert  tissue images to statistics data: Focus is on getting 
segmented population ;not antigen quantitation. 
iterata modules are VirtualFlow℗ -based data conversion software extension of the  microscope  to optically recognize digital microscopy  

color images  and convert those to data . The data may be used as a surrogate for manual visual scoring of images. The images could be from the Web, via 
a whole slide scanner, or from computer desktop folders. Just capture  a 20x color picture, then open the image  using the following  application modules 
optimized for most applications that  work directly without a training mode. Easy, fast, accurate. Pathologists remain in control  using their visual acumen 
or  using the data from automated positive and negative cell objects context in seconds. For TMA, negative positive control and test tissue. 

 
Modules: 
1 converts Bone Marrow section to digital form with Cell :Fat ratio percentage.  

2 Brownbiomarker  Score- converts a brown-stained bone marrow section (without 
hemosiderin) to data with percentage positive results along with bone marrow cellularity 

3 Redbiomarker Score converts a RED-stained bone marrow section (with hemosiderin) to 
data with percentage positive results along with bone marrow cellularity 

4    converts Bone Marrow Immunohistochemistry to Flow Cytometry-like Results 

 

5 Converts a tissue reticulin stain into a grade or a score 

 

6 converts any tissue  immunostained section to a digital form with   percent  positive, negative,  and 
total cells displayed as Flow Cytometry-like dot plots. 
 

7  converts a diffusely*50%or more immunostained section to a digital form with   percent  
positive, negative,  and total cells displayed as Flow Cytometry-like dot plots. 
 

8  - Quantifies cytoplasmic positive  large cells in percent of background lymphocytes(20x) 

9 - Converts an immunostained tissue section to  tumor burden percentage result and intensity score 
(1 to 3+) 

10  Converts a fluorescently stained tissue to  data with calculated intracellular 
target antigen per cell result 

11 AutoStoma1 and Autostroma2 Quantifies cytoplasmic spindle stromal cells into total  positive counts ( in 20x) 


